
Although Jeremy Brett (left)
of Sherlock Holmes fame is
seen performing this
wonderful song in the 1964
film ‘My Fair Lady’ it is
actually the voice of
American actor/singer Bill
Shirley that we hear.  It
was Vic Damone
however, who six years
earlier took the song to

the No.1 spot in the UK
Singles Chart - although it has since been

recorded by a myriad of other musical stars.    

STEP 1 - Select a style & tempo

The arrangement published in Easy Keyboard Library suggests
a tempo of 144 bpm in line with the film version - but I’ve slowed
it down somewhat because the ‘MovieSwing2’ style I chose is
quite ‘full’, with lots of parts playing at once.  The style’s default
tempo is just 90 bpm so it’s stretching it a bit to speed it up to
the 120 bpm I finally settled on.

Styles always sound best at their default tempo but, depending
on how ‘busy’ the style is, there’s usually a bit of leeway for
adjustment.  If you stray too far though - fast or slow - the style
will start to sound either rushed or like a dirge.

The ‘MovieSwing2’ style is one of the keyboard’s ‘Session’
styles.  These styles include subtle harmonic changes within
the style that, when played simply (i.e. using basic major and
minor chords) will add a professional ‘spice’ to your
performance.

There is a danger, though, that if you also play ‘spicy’ chords
(e.g. with added 9ths, 13ths etc.) the system will become
confused as conflicting harmonies fight for position - and you’ll
end up with some unexpected (and unwanted) harmonies.

For this reason I’m not giving any alternative chord
suggestions this time - and I’d advise that you simply play the
written chords and let the instrument take care of the rest.

STEP 2 - Check out the One Touch Settings (OTS)

I really like the Tyros5’s choice of OTS for the MovieSwing2
style and chose three of the settings to use for this
arrangement.  I’ll be noting down what these settings are for
the benefit of those who are playing different instruments
(because the One Touch Settings vary from one instrument to
another).  

STEP 3 - Plan the arrangement

The EKL arrangement doesn’t include a written introduction
and, after listening to Intro’s 2 and 3, I finally decided on Intro
2 to start the piece as it sets the lilting ‘foxtrot’ tempo from the
outset.  Intro 3 is altogether grander and is somehow out of
keeping with the simple romance of the song... but that’s only
my opinion and the choice, as always, is yours.

If you’re playing a Tyros5 make sure the OTS LINK button is
switched on - and select MAIN VARIATION B (OTS2).
Otherwise, here is the registration setting to create for
yourself... 

Registration  1: Mute  Trumpet OTS  2  (Tyros5)  

Right 1................. Mute Trumpet (Brass category) - volume 100

Right 2................. Off

Right 3................. Off

Style.....................MovieSwing2 (INTRO 2 - MAIN B) - 
volume 95

Tempo..................120 bpm (beats per minute)

Multi Pads............Cym & Chimes (not available on Clavinova)
Foot pedal........... If you have a footswitch/pedal press DIRECT

ACCESS and press the pedal to call up the 
CONTROLLER - FOOT PEDAL page.  Then 
select ARTICULATION 1 from the FUNCTION
list displayed.

Pick up the written arrangement at the start of the last bar of the
Intro (lyric; “I have...”).  If you press the foot pedal just before you
play the first melody note you will activate the ARTICULATION 1
button - creating a glide effect on the first note of the song.
The MAIN VARIATION B then takes over the accompaniment
and the rhythm settles into an easy swing pattern.   
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You can afford to give the solo trumpet some freedom to play
with the tempo because if you playing every note rigidly on the
beat it will sound very plain and, probably, not a little boring
too.  If you listen to my recording you’ll hear what I mean.

Use the foot pedal to re-trigger the ARTICULATION button
whenever you feel that a glide is called for - but be sparing
with this as it’s quite easy to overdo the articulation effects.

Note: As always, for Tyros5 owners I’ve created a MIDI/Song
recording to illustrate this workshop, together with the
registrations I’ve used.  An MP3 audio file is also available so
that players of other models can hear how my finished version
sounds.  If you’d like a copy please email glyn@yamaha-
club.co.uk and put ‘On The Street’ in the subject line.

If, like me, you number the bars in your music, you’ll have
already discovered that there are 49 bars in the Easy
Keyboard Library arrangement... and at bar 17 it’s time to
change to the next registration.

Registration  2: Sax  Ensemble OTS  3  (Tyros5)  

Right 1................. Jazz Sax (Woodwind category) - volume 100

Right 2................. Sax Section (Woodwind category) - 
volume 100

Right 3................. Tenor Sax (Woodwind category) - volume 80

Style.....................MovieSwing2 (MAIN C) - volume 95
If you’re saving these registrations to the 
Registration Memory buttons (recommended),
press the MAIN C button so that its lamp is 
flashing when you save the registration.  If 
you do this you will automatically trigger a 
fill-in as you press the registration button 
during your performance of the tune.

Tempo..................120 bpm (beats per minute)

Multi Pads............Cym & Chimes

Foot pedal........... Articulation 1 

There is a crotchet beat rest on the third beat of bar 17.  Take
your right hand off the keyboard to create the rest in the
melody - and use it to select Registration 2 that picks up at the
lyric “And Oh,...”.  

If you can manage to squeeze in a press of the pedal just
before the “Oh” at the start of bar 18 you’ll be rewarded with a
glide in the sax section.  I think this is quite realistic because
only two of the three sax voices respond to the Articulation
glide effect and this produces a brief moment of discord in the
sound which breaks the uniformity of the ‘machine’ and makes
the whole thing sound more ‘human’.

Feel free to add more glides as you deem fit - but, again, be
careful not to overdo it.           

Registration 2 takes us right through to bar 33.  There isn’t a
rest in the music here to allow for the change of registration
but it’s advisable to create a brief break as you change to
Registration 3.  

Note: The reason for making a clean break in the melody as
you change registration is to avoid sudden bursts of volume
as the new registration parameters take effect.  To experience
what I mean, try changing from Registration 3 to Registration 1
as you hold down a note with your right hand.  As you’ll hear,
this is not a nice sound - and you’ll have to re-trigger the note

to hear the Mute Trumpet sound as it should.  People have
occasionally reported this as a fault with the keyboard - but it
isn’t.  It’s just something that is caused by holding onto notes
at a registration change when the new registration’s
parameters are quite different from the previous ones.  

One solution is to create more subtle registration changes.
Another is to momentarily take your fingers off the keys as you
make the registration change.        

Registration  3: Flute  &  Strings OTS  4  (Tyros5)  

Right 1................. Classical Flute (Woodwind category) - 
volume 100

Right 2................. Real Strings (Strings category) - volume 90

Right 3................. Real Cellos (Strings category) - volume 90

Style.....................MovieSwing2 (MAIN D) - volume 95
Press the MAIN D button so that its lamp is 
flashing when you save the registration to 
trigger a fill-in as you press the registration 
button during your performance.

Tempo..................120 bpm (beats per minute)

Multi Pads............Cym & Chimes

Foot pedal........... Off

Slider....................Assign to KEYBOARD VOLUME (Tyros4/5)

As you move into the last section at bar 33 (lyric; “People stop
and stare...”) play smoothly, give each note its full value - and
stick to the beat.  This is the sound of an orchestra of
instruments playing together and the sound should be
expansive.  

You may like to add some HARMONY effect to the mix to fill
out the right hand with big chords.  To do this, select
Registration 3 - then press DIRECT ACCESS followed by the
HARMONY/ECHO button.  Then, when the HARMONY/ECHO
page is displayed, set the parameters as shown below...

Play through to the end of the piece and, at the last bar, press
ENDING 2 or 3 to round of the performance.  If you set the
Tyros’ SLIDER to KEYBOARD VOLUME (or if have a volume
controller pedal attached to your keyboard) you can reduce
the volume of the right hand voices together and smoothly as
the ENDING plays out. 


